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From 1989
Technology and research to the service of
farmers for the animals’ well-being and for
the quality milk.
A method tested since over 30 years of
experience with installations all over the
world.

By tradition mine is a family of breeders.
The first years of my life were spent into the family farm
and they were very important for my training. That’s where
I’ve started to feel the need to create technology for
farms.
I tested the strengths and weaknesses of each new
model, trying to improve ergonomics and efficiency.
Giuliano Vecchia, Founder

About Us
We were born in 1989 and we were the first
to launch a unique innovation, worldwide, in
the dairy: the Pulimamm.
It was the first time that spinning brushes
and disinfectant entered the milking parlor
with great success.

Of course, our first system was so different
from the ones we manufacture nowadays: it
was bigger and a little bit heavier; anyway, it
was a great success!

It was a really innovative technology for the
time, because it was essential for making the
milkers job easy and for increasing the farms
profits.

From 1989, we’ve never stopped working
and we’ve always looked for new solutions,
innovative solutions of course.

Timeline: our products history
Control
Unit

F488
F60

F50

2006

1997

A refined version of its precursor,
a real must currently exported all
over the world

A little bit heavier scrubber with a
small motor into the handle unit

2015

2020

The fourth brush! An innovation
that makes the difference: teats
are cleaner, prep is faster and
more consistent, milkers are
happier thanks to the new-style,
ergonomic, easy to use handle
unit

A technology designed to work
with all our teat scrubbers, that
offers new functions for helping
farmers in managing their parlors
and it displays useful data about
the work cycles

Award

F71

2004-2005

2018

Prince Philip Award in Great
Britain and Primero Premio
en el Concurso de innovacion
tecnologica Ganaderia in Spain

The successor of the F60, It is
an advanced prep-system that
strips, washes, dries and well
stimulated cows in the most
consistent way

Puli-sistem
and its Global Exposure
Our clients are across the world.
We partner with local dealers who have
been trained with every step of the
Puli-sistem process, from install to service.

Research and technology
Our products work in a “harsh” environment,
you have sand, manure, urine and we know
that even the best R&D lab cannot simulate
what happens on a dairy farm.
For this reason, we think that having a
network of loyal customers who are happy
to try our new technologies is a strong
point.
Being proactive with break downs and
unexpected events has been keys for us.
Fight every battle until our product is proven
and perfected.

Because we know that you don’t come to
market with a perfect product, but usually
it’s the result of researches and changes we
brought to the first generation product.
Always, Puli-sistem creates technologies
that help farmers to manage their dairies,
by saving time and increasing the profits.
Technologies very focused on animal safety
and comfort.

We’re innovating, modifying and constantly
improving, that’s our philosophy! We invest in
our client’s success and they invest in ours.

Teat scrubber performance
A consistent prep routine is really important for your herd in order to have high quality milk.
Puli-sistem offers you a method tried and tested in the dairies across the world, a unique
method that saves time during the animals prep practices, reduces the water consumes,
decreases the bacterial count and it speeds up the milk flow.
Try it and you will test the efficiency of the Puli-sistem method in the reduction of mastitis.

39%

Time reduction in prepping cows

93%
Water consumption reduction

20%

Increase of the milk flow rate kg/min

58%
Microbial count reduction

43%
Spores of anaerobes reduction

78%
F488 Teat Scrubber

F71 Teat Scrubber

Coli bacteria and mastitis reduction

Why Choose Puli-sistem
Here you find all the advantages of the Puli-sistem teat
scrubbers
1

Heavy-duty handle

2

Reliable and easy to use
for farmers

3

Light gun

4

Easy to service

5

Tried and tested with
any chemical product
used for cleaning the
teats

6

Our brush cover design
keeps the teats in
a comfortable and
ergonomic place

7

There is no stray voltage
in our handle unit, so
it is really safe for the
animals

8

We have designed
a special version of
our F488 that fits the
characteristics buffalos
teats

Cows health
and milk quality

We know that udder preparation is the start to healthy and
quality milk.
Our products help dairy farmers around the world achieve
a quality and healthy-orientated philosophy. Today our teat
scrubber is by far the most efficient and reliable teat scrubber
on the market.

Our teat scrubbers are built to last,
they are easy to use, ergonomic and
they optimize your milk through
improved consistency in your premilking procedures: every cow,
every milking session and with
every operator!

Advantages
There is a long list of reasons to feed our
teat scrubber as part of good dairy program

Benefits for your cows
As the Puli-sistem prep system improves
teat end hygiene by reducing significantly
the number of bacteria and maximizes a
proper udder stimulation

Benefits for your dairy’s profit
As you will have lower operational costs.
Actually you will increase the number of
cows milked per hour and you will eliminate
the cost for towel, towel service and laundry

Benefits for your milkers
Thanks to an easy to use, lighter and
ergonomic handle that improves work
quality conditions and prepping consistency.
Labor needed for cow prep is reduced and
simplified into two easy steps

Benefits for your family
The Puli-sistem method optimizes the pre
and post milking times to the advantage of
the resources used and the time you might
spend with your family

Our Products

Our products are the result of over 30
years of committed research for innovative
technologies.
We know how dairies run worldwide and we
know how it is important to use economical,
human and times resources in the best
possible way.

From this awareness, the Puli-sistem
method creates its products.

small brushes with
bristles made of
food grade nylon.
They clean and
stimulate the teats

Top brushes with
8 bristles lines for
cleaning the upper
and the side parts
of the teat

brush cover with clips,
easy to unfasten, so no
tools needed to replace
brushes

Brush cover with closing
knob, easy to unfasten,
so no tools needed to
replace brushes

diverter roll that
puts the teat in a
comfortable and
ergonomic position for
a better cleaning action

F71

bigger bottom brush
with bristles made of
food grade nylon that
thoroughly cleans the
teats sphincter

F488

Bottom brushes with 4
bristles lines for cleaning
the teat end

Advantages
Decreases milking times, actually you
will increase the number of cows milked
per hour
Reduces somatic cell counts so reduces
the mastitis incidence
Ergonomic design, light and easy to use
Suitable for any kind of parlor, from
small to big sized farms
Improves the milk quality and the milk
flow

F71
A consistent prep routine is really important for your herd in order to have a high quality
milk. The F71 is the lightest teat scrubber available on the market.
Our system features a mechanical brush unit that gently washes, disinfects, stimulates and
dries all in one visit to the cow. Cows receive superior stimulation and a consistent prep
procedure, no matter who is milking.

Advantages
Easy to use
Its no-slip grip guarantees the best grip
ever, even on a wet scrubber
Improves work quality conditions
Guarantees an optimum level of
consistency in the pre-milking process
Increases and speeds up milk flow
rates, this means an increase in the milk
production
Optimizes the costs

F488
The F488 technology is patented and it is an outstanding product! With its 4 brushes
it optimizes every step of the pre-milking process, improving stimulation and cleaning
preparation, no matter the breed or size of cows teats.
The F488 provides an optimum level of pre-milking routine consistency from cow to cow,
milking session to milking session, operator to operator and allows you to control the
variables that cause ‘procedural drift’ in your milking operation.

Control Units
The Control Unit is designed to work with
all our teat scrubbers and it can also handle
2 scrubbers simultaneously.
Its technology provides new functions that
help farmers in managing their parlor, as it
displays several important data.
We have also a model that can be
connected to the local Wifi.
In this way the Control Unit is visible on the
web and it is reachable from any place in the
world. So you can control it from remote and
verify the accuracy of all the parameters.
If you need, you can adjust any value by
clicking on it. In addition, when you login
into the journal page you can check: the data
about the shift already processed, verify if
the system works correctly on each animal,
check the water and chemical uses. All the
saved data can be downloaded as well.

Advantages
You can check data like how many
trigger pulls
How many brush cycles are completed
How many overload
How many liters of water are uses in
each shift
How many cc of chemical product are
used in each shift
It has unlimited and quick adjustments
for different parlor configurations

Eco Mixer
Eco mixer is a semi-automatic system, that
allows to manually mix any bi-components
liquid chemicals, regardless of product
density and blending concentrations.

Advantages
It can blend chemicals regardless
of product density and blending
concentrations
It can be used to improve hygiene and
care of dairy teats, both before and
after milking
It replaces the mixing operation of
milkers, so you will avoid the risk of
incorrect blending concentrations and
product waste
Easy to install and to program
It guarantees optimum blending
processes with any bi-component liquid
chemicals, including the aggressive
ones, like chlorine dioxide
Made in strong materials like PVC,
polycarbonate, stainless steel 316L

Multi Mixer
Multi mixer is a system that allows to
manually mix, with adjustable doses,
the quantity of any bi-component liquid
chemicals, and then it automatically supplies
the product with a compressed air pump.

All its functions are programmed and
controlled through a PLC

Advantages

It guarantees optimum blending
processes with any bi-component liquid
chemicals, including the aggressive
ones, like chlorine dioxide

It can blend several chemicals
regardless of product density and
blending concentrations
It is the only blending system with 2
peristaltic pumps that will provide you
a precise measurement of the product
quantities needed
It replaces the mixing operations of
milkers, so you will avoid the risk of
incorrect blending concentrations and
product waste

It is equipped with a double diaphragm
compressed air pump that automatically
supplies the blended product

Made in strong materials like PVC,
polycarbonate, stainless steel 316L

Dip & Spray
Our Dip&Spray is a post dipping system that
works with compressed air and allows to
either dips teats or spray for a complete and
hygienic teat coverage.
It is vital to provide good teat coverage in
the thirty minutes immediately after milking,
to protect against mastitis.
That time while the teat sphincter is still
open is the vulnerable moment, for this
reason our system is really effective in
preventing the spread of bacteria.

Advantages
Automated system, easy to install and to service
Ergonomic dosing gun handle
Full protective teat coverage
Made in anti-corrosive materials
No more product waste during the solution refill
Suitable to parlors of any size, from small to big sized farms

Foam
generator
The Foam Generator is another optimum
technology for the cleaning/hygiene of the
teats in the pre-milking phase.
It is an air pressure foaming system, that
improves speed, cleaning efficiency and
consistency in the pre-milking practices.
It is easy and quick to dip teats into the
dense foam. In addition, the Puli-sistem
Foam Generator is the only technology that
blends in real time the chemical products,
when they are drained from their tanks; this
guarantees a better efficacy of the chemical
solution used and the simultaneous work of
more dosing guns.

Advantages
Creates high density foam in just a couple of seconds
Low air operating pressure and low air consumption
Ergonomic and light dosing gun
Easy to adjust the foam density and the foam quantity
Saving time during the pre-milking practices and more consistent process
Avoids unwanted residues such as bacteria or dirt in the milk

Testimonials

Mark Rovey

Jim Whitehurst

Jan Dobes

“We milk approximately 2.000
Jerseys in Glendale, AZ. About
9 months ago we put in the
Puli-sistem F488 scrubber
system. The first thing we saw
was milking consistency and
milk letdown right away. You
could tell the cows were ready
to milk as soon as the scrubber
was done. That was probably
my favourite part! That and
the consistency from milker to
milker. There was no difference
in prestrippping or pre-treating
with iodine or wiping, it is
all consistent with iodine or
wiping, it is all consistent with
the scrubber.”

“Shamrock farms is currently
milking about 9.900 cows 2x
per day in 2- dbl 50 parallel
parlors, using the Puli-sistem
F488 REC teat scrubber system.
The Puli teat scrubber system
allowed us to add 500 cows to
our normal 9.400 cows milking
due to the consistency of
prepping, no matter who is the
operator, or what shift is doing
the milking. We are looking
at a big reduction in teat dip
cost, a reduction in labor cost,
and we’ve gotten improved
milk quality. That’s icing on the
cake!”

“We’ve installed the F71 teat
scrubbing system in 2019.
We love the Puli-sistem teat
scrubber as it has reduced the
somatic cell count in the milk
and the incidence of mastitis
as well. Our milkers love the
F71 too, as it is really easy and
intuitive to use and with the
Puli-sistem teat scrubber the
milking routine is faster and
more consistent.”

owner-dairy manager
PondeRovey Jersey and
Watusis Glendale, Arizona

vice-president and general
manager Shamrock farms
Stanfield, Arizona

from Stary Jicin, Czech Republic,
milking 530 cows

Contact Us
(0039) 0374 66808

Headquarters

info@puli-sistem.com

via L. Manara 11 | 26010 Azzanello |
Cremona | Italy

Shipping address
via Carlo Pezzini 120 | 26015 Soresina |
Cremona | Italy

www.puli-sistem.com

